Death of a Pet

A Dog Like Jack (Dog) P DiSalvo, DyAnne

Saying Goodbye to Lulu (Dog) P Demas, Corinne

Sally Goes to Heaven P Huneck, Stephen

Good-bye, Fish (Fish) P Koppens, Judith

Bone Dog (Dog) P Rohmann, Eric

Sammy in the Sky (Dog) P Walsh, Barbara

Harry & Hopper (Dog) P Wild, Margaret

Mending Peter's Heart (Dog) JF Wittbold, Maureen

The Tenth Good Thing About Barney (Cat) P Viorst, Judith

The Day Tiger Rose Said Goodbye (Cat) P Yolen, Jane

If we do not have what you’re looking for, let us know and we can have another library send it for you!

The Old Dog (Dog) P Zolotow, Charlotte

When a Pet Dies by Fred Rogers E155.9 ROG

General

Coping With Grieving and Loss by Sandra Giddens J 155.9 GID

I Found a Dead Bird: the Kid's Guide to the Cycle of Life & Death by Jan Thornhill J 306.9 THO

Where Do People Go When They Die? P Portnoy, Mindy Avra

The Purple Balloon P Raschka, Christopher

Bear and Bird P Skofield, James
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